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Beforehand 3

Our objective for this research is to give the Dutch
eventing community insight and future perspectives on the
present status of the Dutch eventing sport. Several
subjects were researched during this study such as
welfare, safety and professionalization.  

In this "The Future of Eventing" Guide you are able to read
all about our research in a clear way. Amongst others, this
guide shows our literature highlights, results, future
models and recommendations.  

In the making of this guide photos are used of (Dutch)
eventing riders. If any of these riders have any objections
to the use of these photos please let us know.  

If you have any questions related to our research after
reading this guide, please don't hesitate to get in touch.  

email: info@eventingpro.com      
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Abstract - NED 5

Eventing is de triatlon van de paardensport. In het verleden heeft de sport te maken gehad met serieuze of fatale ongevallen. De ongevallen brengen een discussie teweeg

bij experts en niet-paardenmensen en zijn een constante oproep voor actie. De groeiende kracht van de publieke opinie en sociale media kan een serieuze bedreiging

vormen voor de eventing sport, als er meer serieuze vallen zouden plaats vinden. In de sport zelf is er een vraag naar meer professionalisme. De afgelopen tijd zijn er steeds

meer ruiters die het woord voeren over de financiële aspecten en het winnen van prijzengeld in de eventing sport. Dit onderzoek is opgezet om te kijken naar mogelijkheden

om de sport meer te professionaliseren en naar het welzijn van zowel eventing ruiters als paarden.   

Methode: Het onderzoek bestaat uit een survey voor de millennial (geboren tussen 1981 en 2000) eventing ruiters, grooms, vrijwilligers en andere liefhebbers van eventing

en 20 interviews met eventing-, welzijn- en dierenrechten experts. De survey bestond uit 65 eventing specifieke vragen en is compleet ingevuld door 159 millennials. De

interviews bestonden uit vragen over de Nederlands eventingsport en welzijn en veiligheid van de eventing paarden. Bij ieder interview verschilde de nadruk op een van de

drie onderwerpen. De experts waren gekozen op basis van ervaring, expertise en organisatie. Verschillende modellen voor de toekomst van eventing zijn gemaakt

gebaseerd op de literatuur, de resultaten van de survey en de expert interviews.  

Resultaten: De millennial survey is compleet ingevuld door 159 respondenten. De grootste groep bestaat uit ruiters en instructeurs (N=145). De meeste millennials rijden

mee in de breedtesport (B t/m Z eventing) (N=103) en een kleinere groep (N=40) doet mee op internationaal niveau (1* t/m 4* eventing). De meeste millennials zien zichzelf

als Allround-amateurs (N=93). Millennial professionals zijn in de minderheid (N=11). Een totaal van 20 diverse interviews zijn afgenomen voor dit onderzoek. Volgens de

experts ligt er bij de eventing ruiters, -organisaties en andere een verantwoordelijkheid om te zorgen dat de sport veilig beoefent kan worden. Over het algemeen wordt

welzijn hoog gewaardeerd door zowel millennials en experts. Om de “ultieme” vorm van welzijn te bereiken kunnen er nog verbeteringen plaats vinden. Millennials en experts

zijn het er over eens dat de nationale crossen verbeterd kunnen worden op de manier van bouwen het implementeren van en leerlijn. Daarnaast komt er in de toekomst ook

meer focus op de fitness van ruiter en het trainen met technologie. Millennials en experts stellen ook dat er meer educatie dient te komen over management van het eventing

paard.  

Conclusie: De toekomst van de eventing sport bestaat uit meerdere factoren, zoals het niveau van de cross country bouw, de rijvaardigheid van de ruiter, management van

het eventing paard, het niveau van professionaliseren en pro activiteit. Het monitoren van de eventing paarden en focus op fitness en vaardigheden van ruiters zijn steeds

terugkerende factoren in dit onderzoek. Dit laat zien dat experts en millennials het welzijn van de Nederlandse eventing paarden zeer hoog heeft staan. Daarnaast laat dit

onderzoek ook zien dat veiligheid invloed heeft op het welzijn. Door het verhogen van de veiligheid zal het welzijn omhoog gaan. Dit blijkt uit de vraag naar een leerlijn door

het Nederlandse eventing seizoen heen en meer focus op de rijvaardigheden van de ruiters. Millennials en experts vinden dat de eventingsport in Nederland goed is opgezet

in de basis, maar er is ruimte voor verbetering. Dit blijkt uit de vraag voor betere kwaliteit eventing wedstrijden en trainingsfaciliteiten, meer doorstroom van eventingruiters

door de klassen heen en om een topsport klimaat te creëren voor jonge en ambitieuze eventing ruiters.  



Abstract - ENG 6

The equestrian triathlon named eventing has had to deal with serious or fatal accidents in the past. The accidents leave a trail of discussion by experts and non-equestrians

and are a constant call for action. With the power of public opinion and social media growing by the day eventing could be under serious threat, if more and more serious

accidents would happen. In the sport itself there is a need for more professionalism. In recent years, riders have been more open about the financial aspects of eventing and

earnings at an eventing competition. This research looked into professionalizing the eventing sport and the demands for increasing welfare for both horse and rider.  

Method: This research consisted of a millennial survey for eventers born between 1981 and 2000, and 20 interviews with eventing-, animal welfare- and animal rights

experts. The survey consisted of 65 eventing specific questions and was completed by 159 Dutch millennials. The interviews entailed questions about the Dutch

eventingsport, welfare of the eventing horses and safety. The emphasis on a specific topic differed between experts. The experts were chosen based on experience, field of

expertise and organization. Multiple models were made based on the literature, results of the survey and expert interviews for the future of eventing.  

Results: The millennial survey has been filled in by 159 respondents meeting the birth year criteria of 1981 to 2000. The largest group of respondents consist of riders and

instructors (N=145). Most millennial riders participate in grassroots (B till Z) eventing (N=103) and smaller group (N=40) participates in international one to four star eventing.

Most Millennials see themselves as all-round amateurs (N=93). Millennial professionals in eventing are a minority group (N=11). A total of 20 interviews were taken with a

solid and diverse group of eventing-, animal welfare- and animal rights experts. In order to practice eventing, riders, organizations and others who are involved in eventing

have a responsibility to assure proper safety and welfare for both horse and rider, according to eventing experts. Overall welfare is highly valued by millennials and

interviewed experts. In order to maintain or reach an “ultimate” form of welfare, several improvements could be made. Millennials and experts both agree that Dutch eventing

courses could be improved on the style of building and by implementing a learning curve throughout the season. Next to that, (more) rider fitness and training the horses with

wearable technology are future trends. Millennials and experts also agree on more education on the management of eventing horses.  

Conclusion: Based on this research, it can be concluded the future of Dutch eventing consists of multiple factors, such as the level of cross country building, skills of the

eventing rider, management of eventing horses, level of professionalization and pro activeness. The monitoring of eventing horses and focus on the fitness and riding skills of

the eventing rider are returning factors throughout this research. This shows that both millennials and eventing experts highly value the welfare of Dutch eventing horses. In

addition, this research shows that safety has an influence on welfare. By increasing safety the welfare of the horses will go up. This is seen in the demand for a learning

curve throughout Dutch eventing competitions and more focus on the riding skills of the rider. Millennials and eventing experts find that the Dutch eventingsport has a good

foundation. However, there is room for improvement. This is concluded based on the demand by millennials and eventing experts for more good quality eventing

competitions and training facilities, more advancement of eventing riders throughout the Dutch eventing classes and to create more of a top sport environment for ambitious

(young) eventing riders. 
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Image Limitations Millennials 
Rider and horse deaths have been

widely commented on in the media

and every unfortunate death calls

for more research into safety and

risk analysis.   

This magnifying look puts pressure

on topics like safety, risk and the

wellbeing of the horses. With

today's social media this pressure is

growing more than ever. 

Nowadays professional riders have

to look for new innovative ways to

keep practicing the eventing sport

and to maintain a healthy business. 

Since eventing riders hardly make

any profit from winning.    

There is an "internal" need (coming

from riders) for professionalization

and commercialization

Millennials, born between 1981 and

2000, are the second largest

generation in Europe. 

Millennials are seen to have a

different approach, are expected to

reshape the work floors and are

believed to be nowadays game

changers. 



Literature - Millennials 9

Millennials are more numerous, more

affluent, better educated and more ethnically

diverse than previous generations. They use

multiple social media applications and know

where to find various sources of information

which has made them continuous learners.  

Millennials are known to be team players.

Most millennials played team sports at a

young age and participated in team projects

at school. Sports that are extreme, full of

action and have a significant risk of injury or

death have seen an increase in popularity.  

Nowadays, sport organizations and

professional athletes use social media to

interact with their sports fans for promotional

end games and to inspire future athletes. 

Millennials

Millennials in sport

Millennials as sport consumers



Literature - Welfare 10

Welfare is defined as the general health, happiness and safety of an

animal. It is seen as multidimensional consisting of good health, housing

and behaviour (Botreau, 2007)   

Over the years many innovations such as the "MIM-clip" and "Frangible

pin" (safety resources which break on impact) have been developed to limit

the risk of rotational falls at a cross country fence. 

Other welfare factors that are frequently named in eventing are the

introduction of more technical fences (which are intended to test accuracy

and some are also designed to slow horses down), the partnership

between horse and rider, versatile training, daily turnout and monitoring

programs to ensure only fit to compete horses arrive in the start box.  





Literature - Eventing  12

Eventing is popular

amongst younger

generations and is also

enjoyable for people who

enjoy being outdoors,  

riding and the countryside. 

Political parties and animal

rights organizations have a

very critical view on

equestrian sports. For

now, these organizations

have no strong foothold

on banning eventing and

could be seen as some

sort of "watchdog". 

The popularity of the sport

has grown with more

national and international

events and entries. Also,

there have been many

innovations in areas of

training and fitness, the

use of apps, risk analysis,

events & products.  

Sponsoring is one of the

most important sources of

income in eventing, next to

training and selling good

quality horses. Next to that,

 professional show jumpers

are able to earn five times

the amount at one event,

then a professional

eventing rider in a year. 



Literature - Other sports  13

Millennials are the

upcoming generation in

sports and are interested

in extreme and action

driven sports 

The audience of sporting

events has increased on a

global scale due to

broadcasting and good

quality livestreams.

Therefore, millions of

viewers are able to follow

sports worldwide. 

A couple of very recent

high profile social

aspects stand out in other

sports such as: 

The use of technology

has had a significant

impact in several sports.

Innovations, design and

application of technology

has become very

important to athletes to

improve their

performance. 

#MeToo 

Equal pay for women

LGBT people in sports 

Match Fixing 

Red Bull Extreme

sports



Literature - SWOT Analysis Eventing 14

Growing increase in

popularity. 

A growing number of events. 

Increase in popularity of

extreme sports amongst

millennials. 

Business model. 

The earn capacity.

Horse and rider falls with

serious injury or death as a

consequence. 

Commercial sports teams.

Millennials becoming

largest generation in

Europe.

Innovations in technology,

events, apps & risk

analysis.   

Critical standpoints of

political parties in regards to

the use of animals in sports.

The rapidness and power of

today's social media. 

Strengths 

Opportunities 

Weaknesses 

Threaths
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The need amongst
riders for further
professionalization
of the eventing
sport.

Are expected to be
important for the
direction the
eventing sport will
take

The pressure on the
wellbeing and
welfare of the horses
laid on by political
parties and animal
rights organizations.

Riders Millennials Politics

1st research objective: to give the Dutch eventing community insight and future perspectives by researching the present status of
Dutch eventing. 

2nd research objective: to research the image of the sport and the influence of the millennial generation on the future of the eventing
sport. 
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Desk research was done to research the external and

internal environment of the eventing sport. Other sports

were looked into to make comparisons on the level of

professionalization. 

A survey was set out to millennial who (actively) take part in

in the Dutch eventing sport as a rider, groom, volunteer or

regular visitor of eventing competitions. The survey

consisted of three main topics namely, welfare, safety and

professionalization. Due to large demand, a second survey

was set out without age limitation.

A total of 20 interviews were held with eventing experts and

animal rights & welfare organizations. The experts were

chosen based on their level of experience, field of expertise,

and/or organization. All the interviews covered subjects such

as, welfare, safety, professionalization, education and Dutch

eventing.

Desk Research

Survey

Interviews 
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General outcome

millennials

completed the

survey  

millennial eventing

riders participate in

B till Z eventing

Millennials

participate in 7 to

10 eventing

competitions a

year.

millennials own

horses

themselves* 

millennials see

themselves as

allround- amateurs women in total

Riders & instructors

159

148

145

103

130

93

* Without the use of owners or syndicates
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Welfare

62 Millennials do see a value in the

use of an eventing breeding

label. 

81 millennials find the focus on the

weight of the rider very good. 

Riders have the most

responsibility to ensure welfare

for their horses 

Millennials graded welfare with an

8 on average. 

Millennials would want to provide

and/or have more education on

monitoring and fitness of eventing

horses to improve welfare.  

The 3 most important welfare

factors are diversity in training,

intensive contact between horse

and rider and monitoring of fitness. 

77 Millennials agree that the public

opinion of eventing is determined

by the media

135 millennials find the veterinarian

check before and after xc very

good.
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Welfare

This graph shows the ranking of welfare factors for Dutch eventing horses according to Dutch Millennials (N=159). 



Results - Survey 22

Safety  

Dutch Millennials see eventing as a fairly dangerous and challenging sport. The ground conditions of xc are

considered very important and together with the difficulty of the cross country, these are two important factors

taken in by riders before entering a competition 

The use of frangible technology is seen as very good by a 143 millennials. When asked about horse and rider

falls, a total of 57 millennials find 8 rider falls every 200 starts an acceptable rate. When it comes to horse falls a

total of 84 millennials find 2 horse falls every 200 starts acceptable while 41 millennials find zero falls the only

acceptable rate for horse falls during xc. 

Millennials would continue to innovate in recources, such as frangible pins and the MIM-clip, to prevent rotational

falls. Next to that, millennial would improve education for xc builders and improve and innovate eventing training for

beginning riders. 
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Safety  

This graph shows the level of responsibility per group or organization in terms of welfare, ranked by Dutch Millennials (N=159). Based on a scale from  

1 (no responsibility) to 5 (very responsible).
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Professionalization 

Millennials find that eventing at a professional level is achievable with good training and coaching. However,

millennials do not see professional eventing as a source of income and that the sport is then too expensive. 

Millennials do not see a future in commercial eventing teams, because of the size of the sport in the

Netherlands. Other millennials say that the amateurs are the ones left in the cold, as only highly skilled riders

would get those opportunities. 

In order to improve the quality of the sport, millennials value good quality livestreams with good commentators,

accessibility, marketing and to make eventing more clear towards viewers/ spectators. 
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Professionalization 

This graph shows an overview of present and future (wished) use of media sources by Dutch eventing Millennials (N=159). 
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The "millennial whishes" 

More high quality

national eventing

competitions with more

alignment througout

the classes

More high quality

eventing training

facilities

More advancement  

of riders throughout  

the Dutch eventing 

classes

That eventing is well

accessible for amateur

riders

More stimulant in  

the northern regions  

of the Netherlands 

More high quality Z-

courses at national

eventing competitions

More group training

opportunities for

ambitious amateur 

riders with the help of

experts
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This graph shows the satisfactory levels of Dutch Millennials (N=159) on welfare, safety and Dutch eventing in its totality. Based on a scale from    

 1 (very poor) to 10 (excellent)
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Key results for welfare 

The Interviewed experts

strongly believe that

riders are ambassadors

of their sport and could

therefore positively

promote eventing more

towards "outsiders"

Experts found a

significant lack of

knowledge amongst

riders about welfare,

including management,

training and recovery of

eventing horses

It was found that on

short term, animal rights

organizations are not in

any position to forbid

eventing. Only when

public opinion

drastically changes.
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Key results for Safety 

Experts would like to see

more high quality cross

countries with a proper

learning curve

throughout the Dutch

eventing season

Experts state that there

is a lack of knowledge

in developing proper

technical xc riding

skills. 
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Key results for professionalization 

Experts would like to see

more and improved/

developed education on

management, horse and

rider fitness and cross

country training.

Experts would like to

see more high quality

Z-classes and cross

country courses in the

Netherlands

Crowd engagement with

high quality competition

data and/ or livestreams

could me major future

developments for the

sport
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This graph shows the satisfactory levels of Dutch eventing experts (N=16) on welfare, safety and Dutch eventing in its totality. Based on a scale

from 1 (very poor) to 10 (excellent). 



Results - Analyses Sportmodelling  35

Based on the research, multiple models are developed to illustrate where the sport could go in the future. These models illustrate

eventing in another sport's current setting and are based on literature and the results form the millennial survey and expert interviews.

Proactiveness, crowd engagement and authority are the driving forces for the models. Some of the models are mentioned here. 

*Proactiveness: the level of health and safety developments in a sport. Rated on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = not proactive and 5 = very proactive  

** Crowd engagement: The way the sport engages the crowd. Rated on a a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = nog engaged and 5 = very engaged) 

*** The level in which a sport is managed by an overseeing authority and has also to do with the level of professionalism. Professionalism is seen as a degree of specialism and

access to modern technologies. Rated on a scale from 1 to 5 ( 1= unprofessional and 5 = very professional) 

Red Bull sports 

 

** 

 

 

***** 

 

 

* 

 

Arena/ Indoor eventing 

 

 

7

Crossfit 

*** 

** 

** 

Clinics/ training sessions

given by exp. riders 

7

Skating 

 

*** 

 

 

*** 

 

 

**** 

 

Bavaria 0.0 Eventing

Team 

 

10

Formula 1 

 

** 

 

 

***** 

 

 

* 

 

Event Rider Masters

(ERM) 

 
8  

 

 

 

Eventing as... 

Proactiveness  

concerning risk* 

Crowd engagement

including professionalism**  

Authority***  

Current link to eventing 

Total Rating 
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Passion for eventing Welfare in eventing Safety in eventing
The research shows that overall the

eventing sport in the Netherlands is

well organized in the foundation.

However, in order to professionalize

improvements could be made on

several topics: 

- Education for riders 

- XC building 

- Crowd engagement

During some interviews the

importance of public opinion

came to light. As long as public

opinion does not turn on the sport, it

is seen as normal. However, if

something were to happen (e.g.

several serious incidents or

fatalities) public opinion could turn

which could then be supported and

amplified by animal rights org.

This scenario could be compared to

#MeToo. 

Since the 1990's, safety has seen

many fence-safety developments.

Based on this research, the

focus could be put more on the

riding skills of eventing riders.

Next to that, an improved learning

curve and style of building could

help to improve xc skills of the riders

and therefore safety. Both

millennials and experts feel that a lot

could be gained, in regards to

safety, by improving the level of

collaboration between riders, xc

builders and organizations. 
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Limitations within research Similarities within research
Two limitations have been found in the

survey. The survey had been send out to

eventing riders, grooms, instructors,

volunteers and viewers. However, mainly

riders completed the survey. It is

thought that grooms, volunteers and

viewers did not have enough feeling with

the survey or felt that the survey was not

applicable to them. Another limitation is

seen in the duration of the survey. The

survey had a duration of approximately 25

minutes. The data showed that some

respondents quit early or halfway in the

survey. 

The results of the millennial survey

and expert interviews show

similarities on a couple of items: 

The quality of xc courses in the

Netherlands,  

The financial capabilities and

sponsoring opportunities,  

The use of monitoring of

fitnesslevels of eventing horses.  
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Several differences are seen between eventing and other sports. On a social level, eventing differs from other

sports in terms of equality. Men and women have been competing side by side since the early days of the sport.

other sports are divided into men and women sports. With this equality in eventing no gaps in level of payment or

prize money exist. 

There are however some differences in prize money and entry fee between eventing and other sports. In other

international sports it is a common sight to receive funding in order to participate (e.g. formula one and cycling).

Prize money is then decided on a team's placing. In football, players receive funding based on the club's placing in

the league. The further the club gets in the league the more funding players receive from marketing and

broadcasting rights. In eventing, riders who participate in the grandest of international events have to pay a large

number of entry fee to participate. 

Other differences are seen on a technological aspect. Other sports use technology as an assistant to the

referee (e.g. Football, rugby, athletics etc). Eventing is subjectively judged in the dressage and Veterinary check

and in some degree in the xc phase on whether a horse is fit or refusals. With todays mobile applications, riders

who are awarded penalties for an offense do tend to ask the public for videos. Technology in eventing is not

used on large scale as an assistant to the officials. Only on big events (or any organization which finds it a

necessity and has the funds and equipment) good quality camera images are available. 

Differences within research
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Suggestions for follow-up research

How to  
engage the
crowds for
eventing?

What future
technologies can be
used to objectively
judge the fitness of

eventing horses
during xc? 

How to create an
eventing top sport

climate in the
Netherlands?

How do surrounding
countries have their
education programs

designed for U25
eventing riders?

During the presentation of this research, the main

question that arose was that of how we are going

to engage the crowds for eventing. Some other

research suggestions are given at the bottom.  
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Based on this study, it can be

concluded that the future of

eventing consists of multiple

possibilities or could even be

a mix of factors. The future

is influenced by the welfare

and safety of the eventing

horses and riders and the

professionalization of certain

aspects. 

The future of eventing consists

of multiple factors, such as

the level of xc building, skills

of the eventing rider,

management of eventing

horses and level of

professionalization. 

This research shows that

safety has a an influence on

welfare. By increasing safety

the welfare of the horses will

go up. This is seen in the

demand for a learning curve

throughout Dutch eventing xc

courses and more focus on

the riding skills of the riders.  

Thus, the level of xc building,

riding skills of the riders,

management of eventing

horses and level of

professionalization in

combination with the pro-

activeness of the people in the

sport determines the future of

eventing in the Netherlands.  
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A general recommendation for the sport is to collaborate more

with each other. Eventing organizations/ competitions, xc

builders and experienced riders and trainers should be more

open to each other's opinions and thoughts on the level of

eventing in the Netherlands.  

Action: one or more (review) meetings between the groups

a year. 

The second general recommendation for the sport, is to invest/

innovate/ develop high quality education on management of

eventing horses, riding skills of the riders, rider fitness and

monitoring of eventing horses. As these aspects also have an

influence on the welfare and safety of horses and riders in

eventing.  

Action: improve/ innovate eventing education

During this research it was found that in general the level of xc

building is somewhat arguable. The recommendation for Dutch

xc builders is to make a review of the 2018 Dutch xc courses and

to discuss which xc courses were either too technical, difficult,

heavy or too easy. 

Action: Review xc courses in the Netherlands

In the end, this research revealed that that there is a shift from

safety recourses for xc fences towards riding skills of the riders,

management and (more) monitoring of fitness of the horses. The

recommendation for Dutch eventing riders is to keep on or start

developing (technical) xc riding skills and to be educated on

management and monitoring of eventing horses, as it has a high

impact on the welfare of the horses.  

Action: Be Educated

General recommendation I General recommendation II

Recommendation XC Builders Recommendation eventing riders
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Thank you for reading our  "The future of eventing - at a

crossroads" guide. We hope you have enjoyed reading it. If you

have any questions, remarks or ideas you would like to share

with us please get in touch by sending an email to:

info@eventingpro.com 

Because of the fact that we have gotten many results during this

research only important key results are mentioned here. If you

feel like you're missing an important result in this guide, which

you would like to read about, please let us know by sending an

email to: info@eventingpro.com
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